HBS AMENDED BY SENATE TO BE CONCURRED
IN
HB 708 BY MCFARLAND
CONCUR IN SENATE AMENDMENTS

ROLL CALL

The roll was called with the following result:

YEAS

Mr. Speaker                  Freiberg     Miguez
Adams                      Frieman      Miller, D.
Amedee                     Gadberry     Miller, G.
Bacala                      Gaines       Mincey
Beaullieu                  Garofalo     Muscarello
Bishop                     Geymann      Nelson
Bourriaque                 Glover       Newell
Boyd                        Goudeau      Orgeron
Brass                      Green        Owen, C.
Brown                      Harris       Owen, R.
Bryant                      Hilferty     Pierre
Butler                      Hollis       Pressly
Carpenter                   Hughes       Riser
Carrier                     Huval        Romero
Carter, R.                  Ilig         Schamerhorn
Carter, W.                  Ivey         Schlegel
Comnier                    Jefferson     Seabaugh
Coussan                     Jenkins      Selders
Crews                       Johnson, M. St. Blanc
Davis                       Jordan       Stagni
DeVillier                   Kerner       Stefanski
DuBuisson                   LaCombe      Thomas
Duplessis                   LaFleur      Thompson
Echols                      Landry       Turner
Edmonds                     Larvadain   Villio
Edmonston                   Lyons        Wheat
Emerson                     Mack         White
Farnum                      Magee        Willard
Firment                      McCormick Wright
Fisher                      McFarland   Zeringue
Fontenot                     McKnight
Freeman

Total -- 94

NAYS

Total -- 0

ABSENT

Bagley                       Horton       Moore
Cox                          Johnson, T. Phelps
Deshotel                    Marcelle     Tarver
Hodges                         Marinho

Total -- 11